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Aims: The aim of this study was to translate and linguistically vali-

date a bowel movement diary for electronic administration in Spanish

for the United States. The diary was intended for use by children with

Functional Constipation and Irritable Bowel Syndrome with Consti-

pation (IBS-C) and their caregivers. Our goal is to continue to enrich

our understanding of the abilities of pediatric target populations and

to develop a cognitive debriefing approach that can best ascertain the

data needed to create validated translations. Methods: Corporate

Translations, Inc., translated, harmonized, and back-translated a

bowel movement diary into Spanish for the U.S., with special atten-

tion given to selecting age-appropriate terminology. We provided

harmonized translations to eCOA provider ERT, who generated

screenshots on the ERT study device to simulate electronic data

collection. The harmonized questionnaires were subsequently sub-

jected to in-person cognitive debriefing interviews with caregivers

and children. Due to the young age of the subjects, in lieu of a

paraphrasing task, a caregiver administered each item, and a trained

interviewer then administered a follow-up probe question to judge

comprehension. Subject responses to probes, suggestions for trans-

lation changes, and additional substantive comments were recorded

and analyzed. Results: The harmonized translation of the bowel

movement diary completed cognitive debriefing with 5 pediatric

subjects. Eighty percent of the sample was male. Subjects were aged

11–13 years, with an average age of 12, and SE of 1 year. As a result

of cognitive debriefing, 3 changes were made to the diary translations

in favor of age-appropriate language and improved conceptual clarity.

The subjects performed well, though it was challenging for them to

maintain concentration and focus on the task. Regular breaks were

needed. Overall, the on-device diary, presented via screenshots, was

manageable for both the caregiver and subjects. The final linguisti-

cally validated diaries were tested, and released by ERT for

implementation on their handheld device. Conclusions: Cognitive

debriefing interviews with caregivers and pediatric patients with

Functional Constipation and IBS-C were conducted successfully with

the bowel movement diary. This electronic diary is considered lin-

guistically validated for use on the ERT handheld eCOA device in

Spanish for the United States.
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Aims: To present the adaptation of the WHOQOL-SRPB (BREF) for

Swedish adolescents, emphasising the qualitative process with exis-

tential issues. This is important when understanding adolescent

HRQL, especially in Sweden, one of the most secularised countries in

the world where traditional arenas for existential issues, such as

religion and politics, play decreasing roles. Methods: Valid and

reliable instruments for measuring adolescent HRQL that also

includes existential issues are rare. An English (UK) version of

WHOQOL-BREF has been tested on adolescents, but is neither

culturally validated to a Swedish context nor does it address the

existential domain. Recently, the WHOQOL-SRPB and WHOQOL-

SRPB-BREF has been translated the Swedish adult context, but

requires adaptation towards younger people. WHO Research

Instructions for pre-testing and cognitive interviewing guided trans-

lation and adaption was followed. Based on students between 15 and

19 years old, the instrument was tested in two steps; surveys, and

interviews with focus groups. Firstly, 94 students answered the

original questionnaire, and then two focus groups were organized,

focusing on relevance, understanding and equivalency of the SRPB

facet. Secondly, a revised WHOQOL-SRPB-adolescent form was

tested among 112 students, and two new groups were interviewed,

focusing on understanding and relevance. Results: First interviews

indicated that SRPB items Meaning, Awe, Wholeness, Peace and

Hope were possible for the students to understand. Faith, Spiritual

Connection, and Spiritual Strength items were mostly interpreted in

traditionally religious terms, rather than according to the WHOQOL-

SRPB perspective (which also includes secular beliefs). Students

suggested alternative wording which resulted in replacing some of the

SRPB-BREF items with other items from the same SRPB facet, and

including a item to replace the sex item. Using the revised instrument,

the students understanding was found to be good, although their

interpretation of ‘‘Spiritual’’ and ‘‘Faith’’ was still primarily religious,

spiritual and not related to secular belief. The students emphasized

that the survey was good and fun to answer; they considered the

SRPB items relevant for understanding their HRQL. Conclusions:

Our results shows the importance of empirically-based, qualitative

process adaptation of the WHO instruments to specific cultural

(secularised) contexts and demographics, in order to better access and

understand existential HRQL among adolescents.
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Aims: The YHC-SUN measure aimed at assessing health care needs

and health care satis-faction of children and adolescents with special

health care needs, e.g. in case of chronic conditions. It comprises a

module covering ‘‘provision of health care services’’ and a module

covering ‘‘satisfaction with health care’’. Module 2 consists of 26

Likert-scaled items, which are assigned to six domains—three

domains assessing health care services and three domains assessing

contextual issues of health care delivery. Due to it’s length, a short-

form development was initiated, aiming at reproducing the core

components of the ‘‘satisfaction’’ module as closely as possible.

Methods: Data analyses were performed based on the TRANSITION

project pilot study sample (n = 182) for item extraction and the

MODUS study sample (n = 468) for validation purposes. Item

selection combined rationale (expert consensus) and statistical pro-

cedures. Estimates of psychometric performance on single item and

composite scale level were calculated for the initially extracted item

sets. Final psychometric analyses were applied using classic and

modern test theory, confirmatory factor analyses and correlation

analysis. Results: Internal consistency values (Cronbach‘s alpha)

reach .89 (self-report: SR) and .92 (proxy-report: PR), split-half

reliability values reach .85 (SR) and .91 (PR), respectively, with

sufficient internal consistencies of both test-half’s for each report (SR:

.79; PR: .82-.85). Confirmatory factor analysis indicated a sufficient
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